PUBLIC OPINION AND POLITICS INTHELATEROMANREPUBLIC
This book investigates the working mechanisms of public opinion in Late Republican Rome as a part of informal politics. It explores the political interaction (and sometimes opposition) between the elite and the people through various means, such as rumours, gossip, political literature, popular verses and graffiti. It also proposes the existence of a public sphere in Late Republican Rome and analyses public opinion in that time as a system of control. By applying the spatial turn to politics, it becomes possible to study sociability and informal meetings where public opinion circulated. What emerges is a wider concept of the political participation of the people, not just restricted to voting or participating in the assemblies. (2014) served as testing boards for many of the hypotheses in the book. The doctoral students of the Universidade de São Paulo in 2014 raised some very interesting questions on this subject. I would also like to thank the anonymous reviewers at Cambridge University Press, who took time of their own to help improve this book, Michael Sharp, the team at Integra, and Charlotte Tupman, who revised my English.
This book has been enriched by conversations in formal and informal settings with many colleagues, who helped to clarify many issues and offered valuable suggestions, for which I am grateful: Jean-Jacques Aubert, Henriette van der Blom, Francisco Beltrán Lloris, Joy Connolly, 
